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The 2019 Annual Door Sign Award
Going through all the wonderful
doorsigns around has become a
highlight for us here in WtF. There is
so much fun to see, a myriad of good
ideas and creative artwork.
This year we have two honorable
mentions in addition to the winners
themselves.
First of all, we wish to honor Karbik
and Hunter in room 1606 for their
gorgeous 3D printed sign. Modern
and stylish.
Then we have room 945 where
Ott-Erik, Pilosus, Otorium, Sky and
Grishnark have a yule tree shaped
sign made from embossed wood.
The winner, in room 933 we have
the one to beat, LiNaraya takes a hat
trick and wins for the third year in a
row, together with Callisto, Sigge,
Chesire and Kobi who win for the
second year in a row. Their doorsign
makes great use of the theme with a
beautiful drawing framed by a yule
wreath, complete with colored lights.

Can they be beat next year? Find
out at NFC 2020! (Leophan)

A Mild Scandal
It seems that our fine furred friend
just can’t help himself. Is it an
addiction? Or simply a squeak for
help?
Rumours are flying about what really
took place 5 days ago aboard the
jolly ship Blue Charm. The Floating
Smorgasbord evening, as you heard
about in a previous edition, went off
seemingly without a hitch. But did
it? Did all, well and truly, go exactly
according to plan? Fresh information
casts this idyllic vision into doubt.
There are now whispers that
the Floating Smorgasbord should
have had a much larger range of
cheeses on deck - but a certain
fuzzy somebody, who shall remain
(currently) nameless, ate his adorable
way through the entire cheese board!
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At least, that’s what our sources
say, but are they reliable? There was
certainly cheese available to enjoy,
and most delicious cheese it was
too, but the absence of a full cheese
board is suspicious.
Deck hands aboard the Blue Charm
have said that they heard a splash in
the water, and then pattering feet
on deck just before the boat cast off.
The chefs reported strange shuffling
sounds and eerie nibbling noises
coming from the shadows in the hold.
Signs certainly point to a large fluffy
raus with a heart of gold, but perhaps
we’ll never know. When interviewed,
our biggest mine of information
simply said “Squeak!” and cheesed
off! (Nostradamus)
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Big Ears in a Parade of Fluffs
What’s better than being a big fluffy
fox? Being a big fluffy fox parading
with a whole bunch of other fluffy
animals!
This last Friday saw the fabled
fursuit parade, a staple event of
nearly every furry convention, where
several fursuits assemble to hold a
parade around the venue – Starting
from the hall escalator, we walked
throughout the hotel and waved at all

the onlookers, attendees and Open
House-guests alike.
The parade then ended in the
Fursuit Zoo, the annual event where
fursuiters go play with numerous
toys and things to entertain both
themselves and those around.
My experience participating in this
parade was great and I’m already
looking forward to next year’s
iteration! (Timmy)

Howliday Traditions:
Since the 1950s, “advent
calendar” TV-series have been
a staple in the Nordic countries
during December, with the first
episode airing on the 1st and the
last on the 24th. One of the most
successful shows was the Danish
The Julekalender (1991) – a group
of Americanized tomtenisser who
must find a music box key before
it’s too late – which was remade in
both Norway and Finland.

Furries Got Talent
Furries Got Talent is always an
excellent way to soak yourself in
some of the best talent that the
furry fandom has to offer. We’re not
merely a group, we’re a community,
and nothing exhibits this more
than an opportunity to drink from
the wellspring of music, dance and
laughter that gives furries, collectively,
a feature to be proud of.
Artistic expression was not short

on the ground tonight and we were
treated to lively dancing, funky
freestyle guitar, excellent piano-play,
and even a little stand-up comedy.
The lucky winner, was Llew whose
wicked skills on the guitar won him
the grand prize! The Guest of Honour,
Kéké Flipnote, created an entirely
unique picture in his inimitable
style, printed on a block of wood.
(Nostradamus)
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Nera Suncloud @ NFC
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People keep asking me how I
can volunteer during my very
first furrycon...I just really love
helping out and it’s an amazing
way to bond and make new
friends

